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Hello and welcome to this edition of the Sooner Tuner.  This month's meeting will be held on Thursday 
February 16th, 2012 at 8:30 am. The meeting will be held at Edmond Music which is located at 3400 S. 
Broadway, Edmond, Oklahoma 73013 on the southeast intersection of 33rd and Broadway.

This month's technical will highlight the preparation and inspection of a new client's piano before you 
tune the piano.  

From the desk of the President.........

I, like many of you, had numerous after school and summer jobs while growing up. In fact, I don't 
remember not having a part time job in my youth. These jobs probably had as much importance 
preparing me for life as my college education.

One of the employers that influenced me the most was Mr. Larsen. He made it a point to position his 
desk near the front door of his store, so he could greet anyone who came through. I heard him say once, 
that anyone who entered his store was doing him a favor, and he was grateful for their business. Good 
customer service was extremely important to him, and he always wore a coat and tie and a big smile!

This attitude is not as prevalent as it once was. In fact, in many cases , the opposite is true. I couldn't 
count the number of times that I've had to practically beg to be waited on, especially in the large 
warehouse type chain stores.

Most of the Piano Technicians that I know have built their businesses the hard way, one customer at a 
time. Showing up on time, returning calls in a timely manner and performing our tasks to the best of 
our abilities is of utmost importance to us.

Most successful businesses are built on good customer relations and strong work ethics.

I believe that The Piano Technicians Guild is founded on these principles, and I'm proud to be a part of 
it. 

Bob Scheer



THE MINUTES FROM JANUARY
 Oklahoma Chapter 731 PTG
January 19, 2012
David & Barbara Bonham’s Home, Oklahoma City

*Meeting called to order by David Bonham at 8:55.  Eric opened with prayer.

*Those in attendance: David Bonham, Gary Bruce, Jordan Bruce, Eric Williams, Barbara Bonham and 
her dog, Goliath.

*Gary read the minutes from the November meeting and they were received as read.

*Gary gave the Treasurers Report. The checking account balance is $3,203.41 as of December 31,2011 
statement.  Gary reviewed all income and expenses for 2011 as follows:

Beginning Balance:  $4,383.82
National Delegate -$350.00 (Dale Probst)
National Incentive -$480.00 (Charles Belknap, Gary Bruce)
Disaster Relief -$400.00 (Joplin Tornado Victims)
Chapter Meetings -$ 82.18 (Breakfast)
Chapter Meetings -$371.30 (Lunch)
Christmas Banquet -$303.29
OMTA Advertising -$ 75.00
Expense Sub-Total $2,061.77
Application Fee $ 75.00
Dues from National $800.00
Interest $   6.36
Income Sub-Total $881.36

Ending Balance $3,203.41

*Discussed possible meeting with Tulsa Chapter. Preference is to make meetings that are convenient to 
our chapter more of a priority. Jordan will communicate with Dale Probst and Norman Cantrell about 
possible meeting(s)  in Wichita Falls/Lawton.

*Discussed possible all-day seminar and membership/attendance.  Reminder that chapter meetings are 
held at 8:30 a.m. on the 3rd Thursday of each month except July and December.

*David made motion to re-nominate Norman Cantrell to National Secretary/Treasurer position as show 
of Chapter support.  Motion passed unanimously. David will inform Bob Scheer of vote.

*Discussed methods of softening volume on pianos with players.  Truman Foam, local source.

*Meeting adjourned at 9:55.

David started the technical with written questions about general piano topics he had shared with a 
group of piano teachers. Then we watched and discussed a slide presentation about a technique for 
replacing hammer butt flange cords that cut the repair time in half.



Article of Interest.............

The piano tuner: Good vibrations
Meeting a blind African jazz player as a child inspired Roy Martin's choice of job. Now he tells Lisa 
Bachelor about his celebrity clientele which includes the likes of U2 

•
• Lisa Bachelor  

 
Roy Martin: 'I never imagined I would be one day tune pianos for lords and ladies.' Photograph: 
Graham Turner for the Guardian

If there's one piano Roy Martin looks forward to tuning less than all the others, it's the one at the 
Kensington Roof Gardens. "You open it up and it's full of strawberries, satay sticks and champagne that 
people have dropped in it," he says with a grimace.

Should Conservative supporters in the posh London suburb have had reason to celebrate this week, the 
piano tuner might find himself picking canapes out from between its strings before long. It must have 
been really bad for him to have chosen it from the thousands he has tuned over the years, though.

Martin's fascination with the trade started with his mother's piano tuner when he was a boy of six or 
seven and has led him to the upmarket houses of celebrity clients and the recording studios and theatres 
of the West End. His experiences have provided his friends and family with such a rich vein of amusing 
and fascinating anecdotes that he is now compiling them into a book, with the working title Diary of a 
Gay Piano Tuner.

(continued next page)
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We are sitting in the well-hidden, underground Dean Street Recording Studios, a typically anonymous 
looking Soho dive you can easily walk past at street level. There's a battered old leather sofa 
surrounded by speakers, a drum kit, keyboards and, of course, a piano that needs tuning.

I had been hoping to meet Martin, 50, later in the week for a regular tuning at the house of Michael 
Portillo ("an eminently charming man who makes a very nice cup of tea") but, funnily enough, the 
former Conservative minister turned television presenter wasn't keen to have a journalist in his house. 
But there are clients with even greater star billing in Martin's diary.

There was the time he had a tuning "in a shed with James Blunt's band", followed the next day by a job 
at Wembley with U2. His regular work also takes him from the Roundhouse Theatre for the Royal 
Shakespeare Company ("They have a thing about using flying pianos which they have to hoist down 
from 20ft in the air for me to tune") to the Union Chapel in north London, a live music venue, where 
Martin tunes the piano for a series of concerts run by BBC Radio 1 DJ Jo Whiley.

But rewind to the early 1960s and this hobnobbing with celebs was all just a glint in a young boy's eye.

"There's something very magical about a piano tuner and I realised that early on," Martin says, 
recalling a humble upbringing in a small suburban rented house with a tin bath and outside loo. His 
mother kept a piano and Martin remembers being thrilled by the tuner's visits. "He was a blind, African 
jazz player and he would come and work on our piano for maybe two hours," he recalls. "I would be 
there, listening to everything, fascinated. I told my mum at a very early age it was what I wanted to 
do."

At the age of 19 Martin enrolled on a three-year course as a piano technician with the London College 
of Furniture. "I never imagined that one day I would be tuning pianos for London's lords and ladies and 
all these famous people," he says, with a chuckle.

Before meeting Martin, I had assumed that piano tuners learned on the job, without college training. It  
only takes five minutes with him at a piano for me to realise how wrong I am. He patiently talks me 
through how the job works, explaining, crucially, how a piano tuner is not necessarily listening to the 
pitch of the note itself but to the "beats", the interference or distortion that occurs when two strings of 
different intervals are struck together.

He hits a note on the piano hard. "Can you hear that?" he says. "That underwater, wiggly wavering 
sound? That wavering is what you learn to count." All I can hear is the echo of the single note he has 
just hit. "But it's so loud!" he protests.

Despite Martin describing his work as, at times, "like having an argument with a child that won't 
behave", he finds the process meditative. "I'm a relatively anxious person and people have suggested to 
me that I take up meditation," he admits. "But one hour of putting everything back into place in a piano 
is my form of meditation."

However, he concedes it hasn't always been like that. Recalling the early years of his training, he 
describes sitting in one of the white cubicles, complete with an upright piano that the college had set up 
for trainees. He noted some strange semi-circular marks on the walls as he tried in vain one Friday 
afternoon to find the "beats" in a bass note.

(continued next page)



"After three hours I lost my temper and hit the wall with the round end of my tuning crank," he says. "It 
left behind a perfect semi-circular indent. It was then I realised all the tuners who had been sitting there  
before had been doing the same in frustration."

His eureka moment came one day on the bus home from the college when he found himself counting 
the beats in the ringing of the bus bell. Stepping off the bus, he found he could hear beats in between 
the notes that two birds were singing outside. "I was skipping around in euphoria," he says.

It hasn't all been plain sailing, though. A few years ago Martin went through what he describes as "a 
depressive period" when he lost his energy and enthusiasm for piano tuning and wound up working for 
a friend in a travel agency. "That was when I learned the downsides of working long hours, for 
someone else, in an office, for commission," he says.

Intriguingly, it was Google that rescued him from that period and enabled him to get his business, 
LondonPianoTuner.co.uk, back off the ground. He set up his own website (basing the colour on the 
then-green hue of the Guardian's sports pages) and "threw money" at the search engine to get his 
business at the top of the listings when people searched for a piano tuner. Now it comes top much of 
the time from the sheer volume of web traffic it gets.

"I aimed my website at the residents of what is good 'piano country', in other words places like 
Hampstead and Chiswick with big Victorian houses," he says. "As a result, the quality of the pianos I 
tune has gone up."

Another piece of technology has also helped the resurgence of Martin's career: the iPhone. Not only 
does he use it to organise himself, but he also has an invaluable piano tuning application on it that he 
uses along with his crank and tuning pins. "The application is so good that to buy all the equipment that 
would do the equivalent roles would cost me £8,000. This was £2.50," he says.

Considering the fascinating clients Martin has had over the years, I wonder who his all-time favourite 
is? He surprises me by picking out a tuning for Param Vir, the Indian-born British orchestral composer. 
Vir had written a piece as a backdrop for a sculpture called Cloudgate created by Anish Kapoor, which 
was performed at Hammersmith Town Hall in London.

"This piece of music was using a string technique called glissando, where the notes stretch in pitch and 
go up and down. You could actually visually see what the music was meant to be by looking at the lines 
of the sculpture," he says. "I had seen the piece of music on a floor in a Fulham house the day before 
and to then see the skill of the orchestra and the genius of this composer in action was amazing."

Other tunings have been memorable for completely different reasons – like the one he did for a 
"flouncing" Russian artistic director at a ballet, who insisted he tune the piano two beats a second 
higher than the conventional concert pitch employed by most orchestras. Not only did this make the 
beats harder to count but the stage hands insisted on whistling a note, out of tune, every time Martin hit 
a key.

(continued next page)
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"It was one of the only times I have lost the plot at a tuning," he says. "If you want to know how to 
annoy a piano tuner, whistle while he is working. Oh, and don't rattle cutlery! I've noticed when I do a 
tuning in a restaurant that the pitches of the knives and forks clattering together are the same as the 
pitches of the high strings on a piano. It's incredibly annoying."

Despite the relatively poor pay and the occasional irritating Russian director or restaurateur, Martin 
loves his work, "absolutely adores" pianos and the people side of the job.

"To me being a piano tuner is nothing special, just another trade like a plumber," he says. Yet there is 
something different about people's attitudes to piano tuners, he concedes, pointing out that back in 
Victorian times a piano tuner – typically wearing a top hat – would be invited through the front door of 
a well-to-do house, whereas a plumber would be sent round the back.

Attitudes haven't entirely changed, it seems, with some clients even baking cakes for Martin when he 
visits. "It's ironic really," he chuckles, "as plumbers are so much richer than piano tuners". At least he is 
no longer required to wear a top hat to work.

CV
Pay £55 per tuning, regardless of whether it takes 15 minutes or three hours, and whether it's a standard 
or a grand piano. "I typically do around 10 tunings a week."

Hours "I don't like the rush hour so I start at 11am, with my last tuning around 4pm. Sometimes I work 
in the evenings, especially if a studio calls me in. There have been days I've done five or six tunings a 
day and finished at midnight."

Work-life balance "I work my own hours and meet amazing people who I often end up going to see 
perform."

Highs "I'm spending most of my time working with an instrument that I'm also composing on. Most 
clients are happy for me to spend a moment playing something that comes to me."

Lows "If anything, it's not being paid to take holidays coupled with the potential worry of weeks 
without earnings."

Overtime 
Much of Roy's spare time is taken up with music, either playing in bands or going to shows. Roy has 
been reading former Talking Heads musician David Byrne's book, Bicycle Diaries: 'He uses his 
bicycle as a clothes horse on which to hang all sorts of anecdotes, from architecture to politics. I see the 
piano like that, as a way in to writing about the people I meet and things I've seen.' Roy likes to eat 
healthily but has recently discovered the joys of baking. 'I've been making banana and walnut and 
madeira cakes from Nigella's recipes.' 



Upcoming Events....
Spring 2012 - Joint Meeting of the Oklahoma Chapter and Tulsa Chapter. Location and time to be 
announced.

Current Officers are as follows:
President- Bob Scheer
Vice President – David Bonham
Treasurer – Gary Bruce
Secretary – Gary Bruce
Newsletter Editor – Eric Williams/ Jordan Bruce
South Central Regional Vice President– - Steve Walthall

“All expressions of opinion and all statements of supposed facts are published on the authority of the 
editor as listed and are not to be regarded as expressing the views of this chapter or the Piano 
Technicians Guild unless statements or opinions have been adopted by the Chapter or the Guild.”
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